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FILLERS  

Bonda Filler
An easy-to-use filler with good sanding properties that gives a smooth, dense surface. 
Bonds strongly to metal, GRP and wood. Takes all types of paint.
Two pack includes hardener and plastic spreader card.

Bonda Body Light Filler 
A rapid hardening filler with soft sanding properties that provides a smooth surface.
Bonds well to metal, GRP (fibreglass) and wood. Takes all types of paint. Pack includes
hardener and plastic spreader card.

Bonda FEW Polyester Stopper Filler 
Highly popular in the marine industry.
A very fine particle filler intended for surfacing work on metal, GRP, plywood and other
fillers, prior to spraying. The filler is white in colour and the hardener is red,to aid
mixing. The final colour being slightly tinted white. The dense finish generally requires
no priming prior to topcoat application making a great choice for final imperfections.

Bonda Easy Sand Body Filler
A rapid hardening filler with soft sanding properties that provides a smooth surface.
Bonds well to metal, GRP (fibreglass) and wood. 
Takes all types of paint.

Bonda V11 Filler
A rapid hardening resilient filler with high glassfibre content providing great strength to
repairs. For repairing rust holes and gaps in metal and is an excellent reinforced filler
for fibreglass repairs. 
Pack includes hardener and plastic spreader card.
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WOOD FILLERS

 

Bonda Decor Fill
Bonda Decor Fill is an easy to use, 2 part multi-purpose polyester filler with rapid
hardening properties for filling and repairing. Bonds strongly to wood, metal, concrete
and GRP. Made from fine particle sized fillers, the surface when sanded is fine and
dense and takes all types of paints.

Bonda WoodFill
Bonda Woodfill is an superior two component rapid hardening wood filler. Easy to mix
and apply and is used fill knots in timber, pin holes, defects etc. Sands well to give a
excellent base for finishing.
Available in Oak, Light Oak, Teak, Mahogany, Beech, Redwood, White, Pine, Ash and
Ebony.

Bonda Shutter Fill
A two component filler for both wood and metal shuttering. Can be used for both  deep
and shallow damaged areas. Strong adhesion, resistant to impact and abrasion as well
as to mould oils.  

Bonda Decor Light & White
Similar to our standard décor fill and suitable for the same applications but lighter in
weight and even easier to sand to a smooth WHITE finish. 

Bonda Supersoft
Bonda Super Soft Two-Component Woodfiller is an ultra-soft lightweight filler used
extensively for the repair of wood where it can be carved, chiselled, filed, & drilled.
Super smooth, super light & ideally suited to repair lightweight structures or fine
detailed surfaces (intricate work). Once cured Bonda Super Soft can drilled or nailed
with ease. Has a slightly open grained surface allowing the filler to take stains.
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POLYESTER RESINS

WOOD FILLERS

Bonda Wood Stop - Wood & Grain Filler
For hard or softwood. An air dried one part filler for small holes, splits and damaged
areas of wood. Ideal for filling surface imperfections and damaged wood grain. Rapid
drying. Can also be varnished or painted. Easy to sand and leaves a smooth dense
surface. For interior and exterior use.
Available in Light Oak, Teak, Mahogany, Beech, Redwood, White, Pine and Ash.

Bonda Resin
A high strength marine grade polyester resin.
Use with glass fibre mat or cloth for permanent repairs or for reinforcing GRP, metal,
wood & masonry. Also for fabricating GRP mouldings.
Bonda Resin provides rapid 'wet out' of glass fibre.
The easy mix liquid hardener provides a maximum reactive resin system.

ANTI-RUST & CORROSION

Bonda Rust Primer
A treatment for rust that leaves a surface to paint.
Bonda Rust Primer is a resin based zinc anti-rust coating. It forms a tough skin with a
bonded in anti-rust system for a long term action. It has excellent adhesion to most
metals and leaves a primed surface ready to paint with all types of paint.

Bonda Wood Stop - Wood & Grain Filler. Stainable
A wood and grain filler for interior or exterior use on hardwoods and softwoods. 
An air dried one part filler which mixes to a beautifully smooth paste, for filling small
holes, splits and damaged areas of wood. Wood Stop is ideal for filling surface
imperfections and damaged wood grain. Rapid drying, and when dry is stainable with
normal wood stains and dyes to match colours. Can also be varnished or painted.
Available in Cream and Dark.
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SEALANTS - SURFACE COATINGS    

G4 Pond Sealer
Seals Concrete Floors 
G4 Pond Sealer is a moisture-cured polyurethane, which forms a non-porous seal on
concrete, brick or porous stone. G4 uses the moisture in the air and substrate to cure or
harden. It can be applied onto slightly damp substrates. However, it is important that the
substrate is sufficiently dry to be porous so as to enable the first coat of G4 to bond and 
obtain a mechanical grip. G4 can be applied in poor weather conditions, high humidity 
and at temperatures down to 0°C. G4 seals out lime. 
Available in clear, blue, black and green.

Bonda G4 Primer / Sealer
G4 performs a vital function as a primer when bonding fibreglass to wood, metal and
concrete. Apply to clean, dry and well prepared surfaces and leave until finger tacky then
apply polyester resin and glassfibre. Also, when applied to wood as a continuous film it forms
a non-porous plastic coating which is tough and flexible.

G4 Damp Seal
A moisture curing single part polyurethane varnish ideal for sealing damp porous surfaces 
prior to using release agent. Used as damp proof floor sealing, pond sealing, sealing concrete
prior to GRP sheathing where alkali in concrete can react with resins. Also an ideal coating for
plug surfacing before taking mould as release agents and resins do not attack G4. 
Also used to improve the bond of GRP to metal. Withstands temperatures up to 200ºC with
good chemical resistance. 

G4 Thinners
Add 20% to first coat when sealing dense or oily wood and other dense surfaces. Can be used
with Bonda Seal Clear and Bonda Wood Hardener. 

Bonda Seal Clear
Formulated from high performance resins to provide a non-porous sealer with outstanding
non-yellowing properties and gloss retention. The coating is tough yet flexible and has
excellent adhesion to many materials. Bonda seal is resistant to oils, fuels and a range of
aggressive chemicals.
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SEALANTS - SURFACE COATINGS

Bonda Wood Seal
A durable, single component polyurethane sealer which can be applied to all woods and
concrete to leave a non-porous finish. 

Bonda 15 Year White Paint
A one component, high gloss, white coating for metal, wood, aluminium and GRP.
Formulated from premium moisture cured polyurethane with light fast pigments, 15 year
white has exceptional stability against U.V. light with outstanding non-yellowing and non-
chalking qualities. The coating has a combination of hardeness and flexibility plus toughness,
abrasion resistance and resistance to most chemicals.

Bonda Wood Hardener
Bonda Wood Hardener is a purpose formulated hardener for rotten and decayed wood. The
resin penetrates into the fibres where the moisture hardens the resin. The hardening process
is not affected by temperature. The wood fibres are bonded together providing a consolidated
structure and a tough hard surface, sealing the surface from further moisture penetration.  
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